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Smart Precincts :
An opportunity not to be missed!
A Talk by

Colin Dominish

Thursday, 15 November 2018
5:00 pm Reception + Refreshments
5:30 – 6:30 pm Talk followed by Q&A
Level 1, 52 – 58 William Street, East Sydney

Abstract
With the biggest investment ever in transport infrastructure (over $51.2bn in the next four years)
occurring across NSW, Colin focuses on bringing the best value solutions and expertise from
across GHD and applying them to local transport projects. This involves closely monitoring
planning decisions made at federal, state and local council levels. His team are engaged in
large infrastructure projects reshaping NSW, such as Western Sydney Airport and Sydney Metro.
As part of his role, Colin carefully studies the potential for Smart Precincts associated with
major transport projects being proposed by entities like the NSW Department of Planning,
Greater Sydney Commission, and the Future Transport 2056 team from TfNSW. In his talk,
Colin compares what he has seen from Smart Precinct initiatives around the world, and poses
the question whether NSW has got it right in ensuring this once in a generation opportunity to
create new Smart Precincts associated with transport mega projects is not missed.
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Colin Dominish
Regional Market Development Leader | Client Relationship Manager for TfNSW – GHD Digital
Colin is the Regional Market Development Leader for GHD Digital and was the Market Leader for
Transport in the Sydney market up until September 2018. Based in the GHD Sydney office, Colin
frequently travels nationally as part of his Digital role, and has worked in numerous global roles for
professional services and IT companies such as EDS, Unisys and Hewlett Packard.
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by Thursday 8 November 2018

He has more than 30 years’ experience in project leadership, business development, client
relationship management, and corporate outcomes. As a strategic thinker and planner, Colin
enjoys positioning GHD to provide a better future for its clients and the community. He is
passionate about leading change that improves client service, especially where this relies on
enhanced employee empowerment and satisfaction. He is a proud advocate for STEM initiatives
within the community, and a Committee for Economic Development Australia Trustee. He holds a
Bachelor of Applied Science in Information and Computing, and an MBA.

